
PROPOSED EXPANSION OF 56 MIDDLE STREET PARKING AREA 
Submittal by Sheri and Joseph Jammallo 

56 Middle Street 
Newburyport, MA 

 
The parking area for our property [56 Middle Street; Book 37908, Page 579 (deed attached)] was design for 
two vehicles to be parked side-by-side.  While two vehicles can indeed fit side-by-side under the current 
configuration it is very difficult to open the vehicles’ doors without hitting the other vehicle or the stone 
wall.  In addition, when one vehicle is already parked, entering the other available parking space with a 
second vehicle.  Further, backing out of the parking area is an issue when two vehicles parked side-by-side 
since there is neither enough radius for turning out into Middle Street (you would either hit the other vehicle 
or one of the two stone walls) nor enough space to back up before turning into the street. 
 
Currently, we only park one vehicle in the allotted space and park the second vehicle on the street. 
 
We understand that the row of shrubs and mulch located between the parking area and the sidewalk is 
essentially a barrier to prevent our vehicles from parking on the sidewalk, this area is displayed on an 
approved “Record of Proceedings and Decision for a Dimensional Variance” which was applied for by 
George Haseltine, Trustee, 58 Middle Street Realty Trust on June 20, 2017 (attached).  However, we would 
like to widen the parking area to allow us to more easily park two vehicles side-by-side and maneuver in and 
out of the parking spaces while maintaining a barrier between the parking spaces and the sidewalk.  
Accomplishing this effort would remove one vehicle from Middle Street and the abutting streets where 
parking space is at a premium.  Therefore, we proposed the following: 
 

• Removing the 5-ft. row of shrubs and mulch, 
• Replacing the row of shrubs and mulch with the equivalent red brick that currently occupies the 

balance of the parking area/driveway and sidewalk; and 
• Installing a fence at the intersection of the extended parking area abutting the sidewalk. 

 
See attached figure showing current dimensions. 
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